• Bayesian inversion of a forest reflectance model is done using EO-1 Hyperion data.
forest reflectance model parameters, such as leaf albedo, and produces uncertainty estimates for the model variables.
24
In this article, the Bayesian approach is tested using EO-1 Hyperion satellite data in a Finnish boreal forest. The
25
method is compared to a conventional VI regression using both field-measurements and reflectance model simulations
26
as a training data. The performance of the uncertainty estimates produced by the Bayesian method is also evaluated.
27
Moreover, the seasonal dynamics of the estimated LAI, leaf albedo and understory reflectance are examined. tached to the instrument which means that the field-of-view was 25
• . The raw measurement data were processed to 58 hemispherical-directional reflectance factors (HDRF) and averaged for all measurement points in each transect. The 59 measurements and data are described in more detail by Rautiainen et al. (2011) .
60
In addition, we had access to regular stand inventory data which had been collected in all our study plots a year 61 before the satellite images were acquired. In this study, the forest inventory data are used only to provide background 62 information on site fertility type, stand structure and species composition (Table 1) . Three EO-1 Hyperion satellite images were acquired from our study area concurrently with the field data collection First, striping in the Hyperion images (originally accessed as L1B products) was removed using spectral moment 71 matching (Sun et al., 2008) and corrected for missing lines using local destriping methods (Goodenough et al., 2003) . 
63
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Bayesian estimation of effective LAI

80
In this section, the Bayesian approach to LAI estimation is shortly summarized. Except for slight adjustments in 81 certain hyperparameters, the methodology is identical to Varvia et al. (2017) and the reader is referred there for more 82 detail.
83
The forest reflectance spectrum is modeled is adopted from Rautiainen and Stenberg (2005) ; in this so-called
84
PARAS model, the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF, r(θ 1 , θ 2 , λ)) of the forest for solar zenith angle θ 1 , viewing 85 angle θ 2 , and wavelength λ is:
where ρ g is the BRF of the understory layer, t c is the canopy transmittance, i c = 1 − t c the canopy interceptance, Q 87 the approximative portion of upwards scattered radiation from the canopy (Mõttus and Stenberg, 2008) , ω L the leaf 88 single scattering albedo, and p is the photon recollision probability, defined as the probability that a photon scattered 89 in the canopy will interact within the canopy again (Knyazikhin et al., 1998a,b) . It should be noted that the satellite 90 measurements correspond to the hemispherical-directional reflectance factor (HDRF), which is approximated here
using BRF under the implicit assumption that the incoming diffuse sky radiation is negligible compared to the direct 92 sun component.
93
The wavelength dependent variables ω L and ρ g are approximated using splines following Varvia et al. (2017):
where S ( · ) is the cubic monotone Hermite spline function,λ is the preselected nodal wavelengths of the spline
are the values of ω L and ρ g at those node points.
96
The spline approximation is written in order to reduce the number of unknown variables and to produce the desired 97 structure and smoothness for the spectral variables. The lower-dimensional vectorsω L andρ g are substituted for ω L 98 and ρ g in the reflectance model.
99
In order to make the estimated quantities comparable with the field-measured effective LAI, the effective LAI is 100 used in the reflectance model. The effective LAI is assumed to follow the model LAI eff = βLAI, where β is the shoot 101 clumping factor. The photon recollision probability p is approximated following Stenberg (2007) as
where t d is the diffuse transmittance of tree canopy layer. The canopy transmittance is modeled using Beer-Lambert's 103 law as
from which the diffuse canopy transmittance t d is integrated following Manninen and Stenberg (2009). ables. In Bayesian inference, the prior density of x (denoted p(x)) is updated using the new information gained from 109 the measurements r. This is accomplished using the Bayes' theorem:
where p(r|x) is the likelihood function containing the information from the measurements and p(r) can be considered 111 as a normalizing constant. The posterior density p(x|r) describes the probability distribution of possible realizations
112
x given the measured r and the prescribed prior formulation; the posterior density is the full solution of the inference 113 problem.
114
The measurement r is modeled as
A 
where Γ e is the covariance matrix of e. In this paper, e is assumed to have zero mean and a standard deviation of 
Prior density 123
The prior density p(x) in Equation (6) is formulated by approximating the parameters LAI eff ,ω L ,ρ g , and β as 124 statistically uncorrelated (a priori), and constructing a prior distribution for each parameter. 
The spectral variablesω L andρ g are modeled by truncated multivariate Gaussian prior distributions:
The expected values µω L and µρ g were derived from published measurement data: the leaf albedo data from Lukeš 
Estimates and computation
135
From the posterior density (6), various estimates for the variables x can be computed. In this work, we compute (2013). They discovered that the best common narrowband VI for estimating boreal forest LAI from Hyperion data 149 was the simple ratio water index:
In this study, two reference VI regressions were used: 1) regression where the real measurement data were used as a 151 training set and 2) regression where the training set was simulated using the PARAS model.
152
In the VI regression based on real training data, SRWI was first calculated for each measured stand. Leave-one-out 153 cross-validation was then done: each study stand was left out at a time and the rest of the data was used as a training 154 set. Ordinary linear regression was done between field-measured LAI eff and SRWI in the training set. The regression 155 model was finally used to estimate LAI eff for the left out stand.
156
In the simulation based VI regression, a set of synthetic training data was simulated using the PARAS model 157 using the field-measured LAI eff , and the known tree species composition and understory type of each stand in the data 158 set. The aim was to construct a simulated training set as close as possible in composition to the data set used in this 159 study. As in the real training data case, ordinary linear regression was done between LAI eff and SRWI in the simulated 160 training set, and the regression model was then used to predict LAI eff for each stand. The total root mean square errors (RMSE) and biases of the Bayesian LAI eff estimates and the two reference VI 164 regressions are presented in Table 3 . The VI regression using field-measured training data (in a leave-one-out cross- The RMSE and bias were also calculated by month (Table 4) and by the dominant species (Table 5) (beginning of the growing season), the understory is less "green" and is thus more easily separated from the canopy 177 component. The difference in the view geometry between the May and June/July scenes (see Table 2 ) might also have 178 a significant effect.
179
In the by-species grouping, the difference between pine dominated and spruce dominated stands is insignificant 180 for the Bayesian and the real training data based VI regression. The simulation based VI regression performs worse in 181 spruce stands (in terms of the raw RMSE). The methods perform best in deciduous stands when measured by RMSE.
182
With this further examination, the lower RMSE and bias of the Bayesian estimates in comparison to the simulation 183 based VI regression is mostly the benefit of better performance with the May measurements, and in spruce dominated 184 stands.
185
For the Bayesian approach, 95% percent credible intervals were computed for the LAI eff estimates. The credible 186 interval coverage percentage (CI%) and average CI width are shown in Table 6 for all the plots, by month, and by that are not sufficiently modeled in the error e (see Equation (8)). Figure 1 shows the scatter plots corresponding to the three LAI eff estimation methods by species (different sym- gressions, but have less bias than the simulation based VI regression (as in Table 3 ). The temporal behavior of the
193
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196
Bayesian estimates is less stable than the VI regressions: there are many more stands for which the estimated LAI for
197
June is much smaller than the LAI in May. This is also indicated by the high negative bias in the Bayesian estimates 198 corresponding to June (Table 4) . 
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T 
Seasonal dynamics in the Bayesian estimates
200
In this section, the seasonal behavior of the Bayesian estimates (and posterior densities) is examined further. 
212
The spectral variables ω L and ρ g have an interesting behavior. In May, when LAI (and thus the canopy cover) is 
224
The last model parameter that is estimated is the clumping factor β. It should be noted, that while higher level and July. This value of LAI eff is high and the stand can be considered to be in the saturation zone, where the effect of 237 LAI on the forest reflectance saturates. The effect of LAI saturation is reflected by the width of the posterior density:
238 as estimated LAI increases, so does the uncertainty. This is especially evident in the July estimate.
239
The estimates of the spectral variables stay fairly stable over the months and the estimated leaf albedo values are In the posterior densities of May LAI eff and β, multimodality is observed. Multimodality occurs on several other 245 stands in the data set as well. In practical terms, this means that there are multiple "clusters" of feasible solutions.
246
Computationally, the multimodality of the posterior density might cause error in the estimates if the MCMC algorithm
247
does not sample all of the multiple modes. to each understory grouping can be compared with the field-measurements on their common shared spectral range
259
(c. 490 -1080 nm). The results are shown in Figure 6 . The performance of the estimated ρ g is fairly lackluster.
260
The results for xeric stands in May, mesic stands in June, and herb-rich and subxeric stands in July are close to the 261 field-measured values. Yet, for most cases there is a tendency to overestimate the ρ g , and to produce spectra that have 262 a stronger charasteristic structure of green vegation (e.g. eminent red edge). The analysis is somewhat confounded by 263 the interplay between the estimated LAI and ρ g , described in the previous section.
264
The prior density for ρ g was constructed using understory measurements mostly done relatively late in the growing 265 season (see (Peltoniemi et al., 2008) ) and thus it was not clear if the prior density was adequate in describing ρ g in
266
May. By examining the May results for herb-rich and subxeric stands in Figure 6 , the prior density can, in the best 267 case, work fairly sufficiently for even such non-green backgrounds. 
General discussion
269
Overall, the results demonstrate that forest reflectance model inversion can be succesfully done when using hy-270 perspectral data and can provide a wealth of information on multiple forest parameters. In the Bayesian approach 271 described in Varvia et al. (2017) and in this paper, there are two major aspects that can be feasibly developed further 272 in the future to improve estimate quality: 1) model error, and 2) the prior density.
273
The reflectance model used in this study is fairly simple, which has the advantage that the model has only a few is the error term e in equation (7). In this paper, we modeled e as an uncorrelated Gaussian random variable that 279 mostly describes the radiometric error of the Hyperion instrument. However, the term e should also include model
error, that is, e is the full discrepancy between the model output and the measurement r. Unlike radiometric error, the 281 model error is highly structured. If the magnitude and correlation of this error were known, even to some extent, and 282 utilized, significant benefits would be expected. Especially the CI coverage would most probably see large gain in 283 performance through the quantification of the model error's effect on the estimates.
284
The prior density was constructed using available data on the variables of interest, and was found to work suffi-285 ciently well. Possible improvements are time-dependent seasonal priors, and priors that include correlation between 286 different variables, for example ω L and β. However, both of these potential improvements require further empirical 287 data on these variables and their seasonal course.
288
The Bayesian approach was here used with hyperspectral data. Yet, the approach could be used as well with the 289 more widely available multispectral data (e.g Landsat, Sentinel 2). Using a different instrument would require that the 290 prior models for the spectral variables are rewritten to correspond to the spectral bands of the instrument. 
Conclusions
292
In this article, the Bayesian approach was tested using EO-1 Hyperion satellite data in a Finnish boreal forest. The
293
Bayesian estimates were compared to a conventional VI regression using both field-measured or simulated training 294 data. Moreover, the performance of the uncertainty estimates (95% credible interval) produced by the Bayesian 295 method was studied, and the seasonal behavior of the estimated LAI, leaf albedo and understory reflectance was 296 evaluated.
297
The performance of the Bayesian LAI eff estimates was superior in both RMSE and bias to the comparable sim-298 ulation based VI regression. The improved estimation accuracy was most evident in the May data and on spruce 299 dominated stands. VI regression using field-measured training data was superior to both methods, but has the signif- were feasible and showed a tendency to increase over the growing season. The ρ g estimates were compared to monthly 303 field-measurements grouped by understory type. The performance was not consistent, but in many cases promising.
304
Several aspects of the simulation study Varvia et al. (2017) , such as variation of uncertainty in estimated ω L and ρ g 305 with varying LAI, were here reproduced using real data.
306
The results show that Bayesian forest reflectance model inversion is feasible in estimation of leaf area index, and A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T Figure 6 : The field-measured understory reflectance (solid line) and the estimated understory reflectance (dashed line) on the common spectral interval by month and understory type. The estimated understory reflectance was computed as an average over the stand-wise estimates with the given month and understory type.
